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• Main topics of this Workshop 

 

- Update About the Reactors 

- Replicating in the Reactors the Inner Core of the Earth that Contains 

Not Only Matters But Contains Plasma and Gans. 

- Talk About the Tests with Gans Materials 

- Yukako Left 

- People Leaving Foundation and the Understanding About This 

- Encouragement to People Create Foundations All Over the World 

- The Simplicity of the Systems 

- Everything in the Universe Works in DC 

- The Free Energy is in Your Hand 

- What You Call Free Energy is Not Free 

- Using the Voltmeter in the Nano Coated Wires to Re-Align the Flow 

- The Difference Btw sp2 and sp3 

- The Coating of the Cu Wires is the Same as Your Nervous System 

- It is Not One Way Direction in the Wires; It’s a 2 Way direction. 

- Nano Layers Create Their Own Atmosphere 

- The Same Plasma Holds the Properties of All the Elements 

- The Plasma of a Neutron splits into Plasma of an Electron and Proton 

- Understanding How to Tune to Different Planets and Positions in the 

Universe 

- Interaction Btw the Planets in the Solar System 

- The Interaction Btw the Soul of the Man and the Soul of the Planet 

- The Gap Btw the Star Systems and the Galaxy Systems is the Place of 

the Souls 

- “Zoos” in the Space to Save Creatures of God. 

- Using the Media to Enslave People 

- Nano Layers Grows Back On When Scraped Off 

 

(:00) Mr. Keshe is alone in the SSI today. (:02) Keshe comes in. We try to catch up with 

what we have done in the last moths. The research here doesn’t stop because it is an alive 

situation; we can not just shut down and go away. We have 3 SF next to each other 

running, one is in Gans state, one is in Plasma state and one is with the Plasma and gases 

that we feed them everyday. Even with the unit we have sealed we see in the past week 

how the MaGrav field of the system is interacting with the outside, without any motors 

running. By turning on the gases units a lot of fields are getting draw to that unit, we do 

not know clearly why. (:05) At the begging of the set up we started producing Nano 

Layers, we converted the Nano Layers to Gans and we used the Gans for loading last 

reactors; these reactors are very small and made of ceramic, two are coated internally 

with Nano layers and two have the center pin nano layer. We have to study its behavior 

when we open up. Other sets are made in totally different way, where when we coated the 

nano layers sheets they glued back on the cores, and pinned in the center and then we 

used gas layers to create the Plasma. Now we have 2 systems which are made of half and 



full spheres but using Plasma condition through gases and we are using in the new system 

Plasma in a Gans form in mixture with water. When we don’t introduce water in the Gans 

state they tend to stick together, the water is like a lubricant. The difference btw the 3 

systems is that now we have a Plasma in matter state creating interaction, the others is the 

Plasma in state of total Plasma. The interaction btw the Gans and Coated Nano layers will 

manifest itself in coming weeks. In the Gans state reactors, we filed in four cores in 

combination with 4 different matters, so in the 2 sets with the gases is only one state of 

Plasma. In the Gans state now we have a very peculiar situation where we have a fixed 

Nano coated Mag layer and the we have Gans which are themselves Plasmatic inside 

rotating, we have already created double Magnetic field. (:10) The one with the coated 

layer is a replica of the internal inner core of the Planet. This means that this core which 

got coated layers with Gans and liquid inside it will behave exactly like the Caroline core 

of the Earth. The inner core of the Earth contains not only matters but contains Plasma 

and Gans. We’ve got to see how each of the two reactors behave. We had an incident 

here. One core carry CO2 another CH3 and the other CuO2, so we literally have created 

here 3 planet different in respect to the center which got a mixture of all three together in 

it. We are interesting to measure the fields, to see if they are higher or lower in respect to 

the CO2 core, CH3 core and CuO2 core. This is the first time we achieve this mix 

combination and will give to us a good indication of Planetary Systems and Galaxies. 

This will take years to unravel and understand. The data is very solid and constant. My 

understand is that the Gans Plasma will be more powerful systems, because they are 

mono materials and they are dealing with million of Plasmas next to each other. (:14) I 

switch off all the motors, no electrical current flowing. All the interactions are totally 

Plasmatic, and is interesting to see how much we lose and gain. (:15) Question about the 

mixture of Gans in the reactor. Keshe: We don’t know how this material turned up to be. 

It was a blue color material and Armen washed and suddenly changed color. The material 

due to change of environment of Gans could have changed the property. We have to be 

very vigilant in respect not to be narrow minded. What I see at this moment is that the 

dark material is the combination of the 3. (:18) Even though we are in a very secure 

position we are still open to sabotage, we have to keep open eye of how this happened 

overnight. (:20) Now we go to 3D control, somebody will sit 50 meters away and try to 

change the MaGrav field of the system, which is instantaneous. This is fairly possible. 

We have to see if we affect the inner core, the center core or just the core which have 

CuO2 in it. We had to built systems to be able to do direct research. (:23) Scientists of the 

highest caliber have seen the technology, they were shocked on what is on the table; for 

the first time we have made Science simple, practical. This is the major point that we 

have achieved. We have showed that energy is not the main focus of the whole structure 

of the Foundation. Now we show that Plasma can be maintained and created at no cost. 

With the 8 reactors we are running the replica of the Planetary System. (:26) Marek is 

pushing things to see things, in time he will receive everything. Properties have to be 

seen independently. Up to now a lot of research and evaluations has been done by us paid 

by governments. (:29) Rick asks if people can help, regarding with tests. Keshe say that 

at the moment every week he is sending materials to all over the world for Institutes and 

Organizations. They will do another test in Fukushima. (:32) The situation in Fukushima 

has allowed the Foundation to be recognized, this is very important to us. (:34) The 

Japanese in Fukushima were trying to explain that they were trying to unit the Nation, 



like Kamikazes, they say that they need to find a solution to unit the Nation; surprised 

Mr. Keshe to see that they have no boundary to help. (:36) Keshe talk about the 

development of the technology with the Japanese. (:39) People come and go and they 

give us gifts. One of the situations was the coming of a beautiful woman called Yukako, 

she came here for totally different reasons and she stayed with us for a very short term, 

she left for different reasons but she is still with us in so many ways. She brought the gift 

of Fukushima and I thank her Soul for that. You have to understand the Japanese culture, 

she is devoted to find the solution for the Nation and a lot of people talk a lot of rubbish. 

A lot of officers watched what she did in Japan. She left us and I did not heard from her 

but I wish all the best for her. (:43) Because we work in a way of gift, even the people 

who come with the wrong intention give us gifts. Keshe says how much gifts Belgians 

left to them. (:46) The process of decontamination does not end in Japan, its all over the 

world. (:48) We chose people here for the purpose they are born for. If they think they do 

not get what they are here for, and they leave it means that they spent their time and 

service here. There should be no envy. We started to see different applications with 

different people, and people who could not do things or they did and serve their way for 

the time they were here that was the reason they were here. It means that the time is not 

for them to be here. They’ve done their job, it doesn’t matter what they write or what 

they did in the past or in the future about the Foundation, because the Foundation is you, 

if you damage the Foundation you do us better because more people understand how 

narrow mind people are, because they all look for their own self interest and what happen 

to them, but not as a totality. People will come and go, everyone have a short span of life, 

we do what we can. People who came here to learn only about one subject because this is 

there specialty and they don’t get them somebody else gets it, it means I see in them a 

different beauty, but they don’t see themselves. To them realize themselves is to them to 

find out. The core of the Foundation now as a KS become 3 or 4 people and they literally 

are doing the job of maybe 200 or 300 people. The amount of research done here is very 

much without the boundary. If you expect that the knowledge would be out of your 

country, set up Keshe Foundation on your country, build reactors and pay for people to 

be there to do it. People say: why the Foundation is in Italy? Finance your own 

Foundation in your own country. (:51) We were in Belgium and now we are in Italy, 

what happened with the Belgium scientists. There are 1 or 2 reactors running in Belgium. 

The time has come from people go from individual people to groups. Question about why 

we are dividing countries in borders with these reactors and not sharing to the whole 

world the knowledge of the reactors. Keshe: I think we’ve done this. I was told from 

couple of scientist: Do you know that you are throwing away millions and billions of 

dollars by spreading like this on internet? I said that this is because it is not mine. People 

pay and donate to us and we accept it. We have no boundaries. It is said that each country 

will set up their own systems for its own nations, because of your own short sight on it, 

and you can not put people in your area together, they blame the foundation asking why 

we are only in Italy. There is a set up Keshe Foundation in Bulgaria. (:54) If all the KF 

supporters put one Euro at term, to build your own reactors, your own center, you link to 

us you give us information and we will give you information. All the individuals who are 

in Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese KF start build their own centers. We are not Institute 

with closed doors that we talk secretly. We build the reactors in the morning and at night 

I send the pictures on internet. No institute in the world has done what we’ve done. You 



have created the boundaries by your own work, not by us. The Chinese have such a 

power KF in China. Millions of followers around the world build their own center by 

their own. We give the whole knowledge, now you’ve seen it, its getting processed to 

make your own solar cells. One of the first things we can do to generate funds for your 

Foundation in your own language, start building the first solar cells. The Solar cells 

should be able to be built by everyone, you have the materials, we taught you how to do 

it, the Italians will produce the first, I hope that we can show you in the next week. (:56) 

You are waiting to be fed, you are little chickens. We see here in the park these sparrows, 

the baby sparrow is as big as the mother but still wait for the mother to feed him, because 

he got used to be fed. You blame us we don’t teach everything, for years you wanted to 

do the Keshe liquid (??), we shown that. You cant have access to gases, very simple, now 

we are doing test with the Gans; spend 1 Euro buy the caustic, coat a few pieces of wire, I 

am sure that you can find some coke bottles around or few buckets, create your own 

Gans, I am sure you can go to any place. Use the toys of your children, coat them, put 

little Gans in it and you ca start your own system, how much does it cost, 10 dollars? 

(:58) The first reactors we built here was with half bottles. I did that deliberately to show 

the simplicity. You were looking for vacuum pump, gases or whatever, we have a short 

cut, we did the tests here, we shoed to you… Even if producing Gans is to far for you, 

you can produce energy from the first things you did. When you put those Cu wires and 

they got coated, if you connect these Cu wires in a small section of 10 or 15 cm, you have 

to sandpaper you hand, to get to the Cu, and you connect enough of them, you can 

generate enough energy to light your own home, with less then 50 cents. Armen and 

Marko and Ivan were testing this in their table just the day before they live. This is what I 

do with the torch. You see the torch, we showed, there is no magic in the torch. You are 

waiting for the Italians or the Japanese to make it? You already have everything to be 

energy self-sufficient, but you still look for Kilowatts, the time of Tesla is finished, go 

back to Edison, go back to DC, Tesla with his brilliant mind, the way he has given us on 

AC, was when we did not understand the way of the Universe. Now we understand the 

work of the Universe, now we can replicate the systems, and everything in the Universe 

work in DC. The problem that Edison had and he lost the game to Tesla was because of 

the transmission of the power, he needed to boost every few km. Now these materials are 

superconductive, they don’t need any boosting. (1:01) We’ve seen how one of our 

patents have been announced in farm (??) that they have discovered a low temperature 

material that absorbs 99,9%, ok you made the copy of the Keshe Foundation in public, 

and now you announced that you have made a material which you already showed as a 

black dark material. What does this means, this black material? What does this absorbs? 

Absorbs 99% of the light spectrum. Ok, a question mark. Energy can not just be absorbed 

and go nowhere, it has to go somewhere. Even the wires which you hold in hand and 

continuously absorb energy to stay dark black, there is a leakage somewhere, and 

otherwise these layers would explode. You find that leakage and you store and you tap 

into that energy which these layers absorb. Now you connect them in series, you have 

different values of voltage in current, you put them in parallel you get different values of 

voltage of current. You mix the series and the parallels connections together, and you 

achieve the power you need for your system. Be one LED light, be it the power of the 

computer, etc. People have been asking for free energy, I have been given to you and it’s 

in your hand and you don’t see it. It’s your fault not mine. This is the greed of man, has 



blinded the man. (1:03) The first wires you coated and you put in the bottles in the lab is 

your energy source, and you never saw it. When I sat with the Japanese I said: you see 

the wires btw the switch and the light? Just look how many little wires are in btw it, you 

cut these in a space and connect them in a right way, you can light the whole house with 

one wire which is lighting only one light, because we have to change our lighting system 

from AC to DC, LED lights are so in hand. Armen will set you up a system in no time. 

This is what is gonna come up. You have your first free energy system; what you call free 

is not free, its just understanding the structure of the black material, the minute you 

coated those wires in caustic and let it dry, and that is the reason, I tell you when you take 

the wire out of the caustic the first time, and put the voltmeter on it, is to re-align the 

flow, that is why you do it. When you make that energy system to absorb the energy out 

of them, they all go in the same direction. This is one of the problems we saw in the lab 

with one of the settings. The flow reverses out of nowhere, because the wire has been put 

in the wrong way. When you set up your wires to connect with each other to make your 

energy system to tap into a battery, you can put a big rechargeable battery if you want, 

always remember which way you put your voltmeter when you were setting it up, 

because if you used one back to front then you find problems sometimes, in most of the 

cases you don’t, but in some cases you do. So you connect your wires to put in a re-

chargeable battery, but the advantage of this is that this material stays black all the time, 

day and night. It absorbs all the energy day and night. You understand the structure 

which I explained to you in the past workshops, you put your cell near the ground. You 

absorb all the MaGrav field of the Erath which is coming up the Earth, more at night. So 

you’ve been begging and insulting us, asking where is our free energy and bla bla. You 

had in your pocket from the first time when you put your first wire in caustic, but you are 

blind to see it. The wire that they want to dump in Africa, that wire connection from the 

plug to the end is such an energy resource for you that you can sell it to the West, sending 

back the material. (1:07) Every 10 cm of Nano wire have the same capability as a 2 

meter, because the balance of the layers btw the Nano Layers will not allow anymore 

changes and absorption. The longer you are the less you absorb, but in another hand you 

absorb the same as the totality. What we have found is that the maximum, 10 to 15 cm of 

wire is the maximum that you need. You make sure in what end you reach the Cu layer, 

that there is no Nano layers left to replicate the production of layers of Nano Layers, 

connect one Cu to one black, put them in series, put them in parallel. You do 10000 of 

them, 0.5 Volts or 0.02 microampere. Now, how many amps you want and how much 

volts you want. You have your free energy. Now, as I keep on saying we are going to 

Space Technology. Development of the reactors is all part of the higher development in 

lift and motion. Anywhere in this planet, if you understand this should be without light or 

energy. Go around your house, see how much wires are hanging around, spend your free 

time doing units and give to your neighbors, not yourself first. Then you stop blaming the 

Foundation. (1:10) I don’t do magic. Now you have been asking for the liquid of the 

Keshe Foundation, the liquid of Keshe Foundation is secret to energy and food, I showed 

you how to make food out of the same piece of wire very soon. I give you things but I 

don’t sit down to make things for myself. You think I can’t make 200 LED lights and 

light the whole house? You’ve been with me everywhere, have you seen such a thing? 

People who talk about things that are always negative, I think they have to go and lie 

down or sit down till they understand what they are doing. The time of negativity is 



finished, now you can contribute positive into what you have, if you want energy there is 

enough for you. You find a re-chargeable battery in your house; make a set up, a 9 volts 

battery, what can you light with a 9 volts battery. Then teach yourself the next step, and 

the next step, and do it for your neighbors. The research for man to understand the totality 

will take 1000 and 1000 of years if you go that way. The way we are doing we have (??) 

by nothing. Man use to give his knowledge in talk stories, from grandfather to 

grandchild, and that was it, when one died there was no one left. We learnt to add the 

skin of animals and we learnt to print. Now we do the same thing passing the knowledge 

through internet. There is no need for papers to write, sometimes you do, but now you 

record a voice. (1:13) Now we teach in a very simple way, you have to do the research. I 

have opened the doors of the new way to look at the life of this Planet, even though this 

time is very short. Temporally keep the ones who are short mind and the narrow mind 

busy, but in long term our plan is totally different. The whole structure is, you’ve been 

asking for free energy, have you been coating those wires in your lab? Find yourself a 

battery, that you can store a micro ampere into a small battery and connect to LED light, 

then you have the light, this is what we did in Holland in the lab. You’ve been crying for 

free energy and telling that the government has done you wrong, majority of you should 

have light in your house by the end of the week. If you knew what you are doing, or you 

are just sitting here waiting for a bigger thing. It needs time and it needs a lot of work. 

People who want to be given everything, those are the people who are incompetent so 

they have to stay in that position. The people who understand should develop and as I 

said before, you are very fast to make, make one for your neighbor. I made the systems I 

gave to the Italians, Italians are making the first prototype and the commercial type, the 

Japanese needed, where are the Americans…they have done nothing but jut causing 

problems to block the technology. Where are the British, Africans and South Americans? 

Keshe says that talked with some South Americans. He met the ambassador of some 

country and they agree to give this technology for the scientific community first. 

Governments of the higher level understand what we are doing, but they don’t know how 

to handle the situation. (1:17) For six months the KS never measured the current in the 

wires, and they found out now that they measured that the current was there. I showed the 

torch to the KS last week to see what is made of, is one wire connected to another into a 

storage battery. You can produce 1kw 10kw, if you have the patience to connect every 

single piece together, but there is something very interesting, one of the scientists in 

Belgium, did a very interesting experiment, he put the wire in the water and showed its 

capacitance. If you can put these wires in a pure water with no minerals, you can the 

absorption of the energy by your wires. So if we can create a vacuum environment and 

filled with pure distilled water you can increase your absorption much higher, because 

you can water will slow down, and then enough fields that Nano Layers can absorb. 

There is a lot of effort to close the KF power cell in Belgium. (1:20) The KS here work in 

their own time, they come and they don’t want to leave, they put things together and with 

their limit knowledge and I have watched them slowly, because you have to teach them 

slowly to them to understand and put the things in front of them, they devote their life 

and time to serve. They share and teach and language is no barrier. (1:21) Sandor asks 

about the methods to create Nano Materials and can we control the process to be sure that 

we created Graphene within the Nano Coating. Keshe: Any material can be made into 

Nano Layer, you don’t need Graphene. The flow is plasmatic not electronic, by electrons. 



When I speak about sp2, sp3 is about conductivity. Sp3 is a diamond structure, is a 

resistance, sp2 is conductivity. Even CuO2 have sp3. There is a small problem in my use 

of language because I speak in both way sometimes, scientific and common language, 

when I speak about sp3 we speak about diamond structure which is a resistivity, when we 

talk about sp2 its about conductivity. The same Carbon, the same coating, if you put 2 

wires together you find out that the current flow from one Cu wire will never go to the 

other. I use to show this before, I use to put a battery in the coated wires together and put 

a Christmas tree light at the end of it, and the Christmas tree use to flash. That is sp3 

combination of CuO2 molecule sp3; but the current which flows through the layer use the 

speed to formation which is the conductivity. The same C has both properties, depending 

where you look and the connection within it. (1:25) The difference btw sp2 and sp3 

conductivity and resistivity, it is exactly like a road, if you cross the road you have to 

stop, because there is a lot of cars going. You can not drive a car across the road. That is 

the sp3. Sp2 is the road itself which the cars flow down it, is the same road. It is the same 

thing with the structure of the molecule, just because it is non-conductive and its speed 

structure when you go across it and put the wires together, that is sp3; and sp2 is a super 

conductive when you go along the length of the wire. There are zero losses in the sp2 

Nano layer conductivity. This is been the dream of the world of science to find super 

conductive at room temperature and pressure, and this is in your hand and you don’t see 

it. If you put these wires in a very high temperature (??) and you empty the Cu from the 

inside you have the best Nano tube in your life. These tubes in the future will be used for 

healing and connecting Neural Systems, because they behave exactly the same. But those 

Nano Layers which you make will be from AA Nano layers, which you can replace and 

position in the nerve system when it is cut. This is what we are going to tech, later in the 

medicine, part of the medical application; because they are the exact structure. Down 

through the layer you have a super-conductivity and in the crosser layer you have 

resistivity, that is why you can not weld or connect two Nano layers together and become 

conductive. If this is a bit far for you to understand, get 2 wires which you already coated, 

twist them together as much as you like, as many time as you like, and then connect at 

one end, you have to rub off the coating of the Cu, connect one end to a battery and 

connect the other end to the light, and then you see that the light will come up; which 

means, in the normal conditions in the wires, in the cable if they touch like this the 

battery or the lamp should blow off, but nothing will happen, you will see the light 

coming on, but there is one thing you might understand that these Nano layers are Gaps 

and holes, and the batteries which you buy as a DC battery 1 volt, these batteries create 

an AC current too. All the batteries you use have an AC current flow as well, that AC 

current flow when it goes through the wires you see sparks, because they create a 

variation in the potential, so you might see heating of your wire, that heating is not due to 

DC flow, is due to AC flow; but as you are absorbing just Plasma and your are not 

connecting you only produces DC. It is very easy to understand this. If you make wires 

for your systems you can make like a battery going up and down in the same environment 

to make 1 volt or 1,5 volts battery. (1:30) Keshe talk about the reactors and cups for the 

use in Health applications. The reactors are getting smaller and smaller. The size of the 

reactor is irrelevant, the field they can produce that is important. (1:32) Question about 

the vacuum of the reactors. Keshe: We are doing now in the close boxes, in the closed 

box we creating a Magnetic flow through the Plasma. If you can create different Gans 



and put them in rotation, you can create even gas Plasma in the center. The rotation of 

these Magnetic fields and different Gans will give the dynamic rotation of your Plasma 

inside your core without any motors. This is how its done in the Universe. Now if you 

can put even the same Gans in different cores and different rotations, and you can judge 

the distant of the fields they produce then you can start to create a dynamic Plasma or 

rotation of Plasma without any motors inside there. We were testing why the blue half 

circle reactor create so much field on the top and not at the bottom as we were expecting. 

We started from next to the core and we came out, up to a certain distance, something 

like 10cm the fields are going out of the reactor, and immediately in a micro-layer they 

go reverse. It is a very simple gap; up to that 10cm the field flow is outward, and at the 

center boundary, which is the atmosphere of the reactor, it becomes receiver. That 

boundary where the micro-layer is, btw the two, is a boundary of the atmosphere; this is 

where the MaGrav of the systems find their balance. This is the egg, the shell with the 

yolk and the white inside of it. This is what we call atmosphere. Inside that line to the 

center of the reactor is the atmosphere of the reactor. This shows how the Planet work. 

Due to their MaGrav field they absorb field from the outside and vice-versa, not all the 

systems got the MaGrav field absorb, but they radiate, because there are energy coming 

from the center. These are more powerful, these are the stars. The continuous flow forces 

their field outward. (1:36) So we have seeing the first formation of Plasma round our 

reactor as a MaGrav cell weeks ago. We put the detector near to the skin of the reactor, 

and we moved back very slowly, at that point it reverses, and it is the same all over the 

reactor with a little variation. So that point is the boundary of the atmosphere, that is the 

shell of the MaGrav field. (1:37) Question: If you have the Cu and use the salt water and 

create the CuO2 in the water, don’t have to cover your Nano coat wires, it will seal it… 

Keshe: Hold your question and let us answer everything in detail. The sealing is not a 

hole which gets covered. The sealing is the sealing on the level of the MaGrav field 

which can be absorbed by the nano layer. It blocks the field to reach. Here you have to 

move away from that position of matter into the field. It’s not a hole that you fill in, is 

you block the fields to absorb, because the Gans itself absorbs what is own its way to the 

layer. Questioner says that he was trying experiments with white Gans with the Zn onto 

the Cu coated, in terms of CO2 Gans, would be a different MaGrav field then what the 

Cu would be, so there would be spectrum difference, so wouldn’t be sealed for saying, 

right? Keshe: No, you just blocked certain MaGrav boundaries to reach. CO2 does not 

absorb all the fields which are in that environment, they can only matches on, or nearest 

to it. It would be very interesting if you could see the layer gap btw the CO2 and the 

Nano layer. Questioner says that he put in 5 layers of a foil of Cu and CO2 Gans. Keshe: 

If you can find a microscope, observe the gap btw the Nano Layer and the CO2, it never 

touch., the only point which you would find the connection btw the Nano Layer and the 

Gans is where you have minerals, like Ca, which make the connection btw the 2 layers. 

In a way the Nano Layer is the Sun and the CO2 is the Earth, and where their MaGrav 

field balances, because both have Plasma MaGrav field, that gap is the strength btw the 

two, and whatever can cross that gap would be absorbed by the Nano Layer, but now you 

limited it, you put a filter on it. With CO2 you created a filter. (1:41) Your Nano Layer is 

super-conductive and your CO2 is a super-conductive as well, you make a sandwich, it is 

like the battery. I have done this test with the Coke bottle. (1:42) When I was in the 

nuclear center in Belgium the doctor tried to prove that the energy you see is fantasy, 



fake, but he never understood a Nano Layer. Whenever we saw energy through the nano 

materials he said that it was all false. (1:45) Man ignorance has not change from the time 

when they killed the first man when he said that the Earth is not the center of the 

Universe, now this became bigger; bigger egos and bigger tools to accuse. We showed 

the Nano Materials and how the Universe works and the structure of work of this, that 

you produce energy have been the cause of us to be accused of using nuclear materials 

and the KF are terrorist organization. (1:47) Lucian says that the storytelling style of Mr. 

Keshe is creating a lot of confusion and asks about the polarity that changes and how you 

do the orientation. Keshe: The orientation is done; it has to be when it is wet. When the 

surface is wet you usually can fix the orientation. I have a 60 cm box, I put crossed wires 

on this, like a dry clothes, and a mash plate on the floor. What I do is I hang all my wires 

on these wires, like drying clothes, and when they are wet, usually you can even put your 

Voltmeter in the atmosphere of the container and you see a charge flow. So you decide 

which way you want to go. I hold one end of the Voltmeter in one and I go to the others 

one by one, I don’t keep on moving it, so I try to create one flow direction. I have a 

problem, because my wire goes outside and then come back again into the container, so 

my flow is reverse, so I do in the reverse way. Every time you do this you see the plus 

and minus changing. We even see the changes on plus and minus in our dynamic 

reactors. When it is wet I can achieve more direction of flow. (1:51) Lucian asks how he 

do this. Keshe: In the box I keep one position, I don’t go with the two ends of the 

Voltmeter to the wires. I keep one wire as one reference and with the other one I go along 

the line, whatever is on the way. You find out that if you touch the ends of your wires 

while they are hanging you create half ways different flows in the wire. Check this, 

because sometimes you see it. You are dictating the current flow in your wires, this is 

how your nervous systems works. (1:53) Lucian interrupts and says that we have to 

understand the Physicality, and ask if the bottom where is the liquid is never touched. 

Keshe: Yes, never touched. You’ve got to realize another point, go back further down the 

line. The coating of these Cu wires is the same as your nervous system. The Nervous 

System does not send information only to the finger to open up, but it receives if it is hot 

to close. So these wires work accordingly to what the environmental energy is to. It is a 2 

way communication; the flow will not be just one way. This is superconductive and the 

potential in MaGrav field dictates the direction of the flow. You can make a battery and 

you can make wires connected to each other and you say it doesn’t work, go back 

through the wires you connected and find out where the switch is. Somewhere you have 

twisted too many or you have changed the environment that is slightly different, the flow 

changes. These are very much like a vacuum system but the MaGrav field flow potential 

difference should create the flow. You are dealing with two characters which are not 

tangible. It is not an electron flow, it is a Plasmatic flow. The same wire can change 

polarity, depends which end the potential of MaGrav field is higher. (1:55) Lucian asks 

how one could test the orientation of the Plasmatic flow. Keshe: The way I’ve done it. I 

have a core, I have a torch which you hardly can see any light in it, because one of the 

wires inside is done at the wrong way, I didn’t threw away. The way I do it, I keep track 

how I lay everything; which end I cut from the beginning, which way I hanged, etc. Over 

years I learned this. (1:57) Lucian explains what he do. Keshe: There is something with 

these cheap Voltmeters, sometimes you find that when you put in DC in the Voltmeter 

the AC flow (??) to be very effective or whatever he does internally and the meter 



become useless, I don’t understand why. Lucian interrupts and talk about a solution for 

this. (1:59) What you see positive and negative in your Voltmeter we see in the Plasma 

reactors the same. Plasma reactors sometimes absorbs energy and sometimes they 

become supplier of Plasma, and because we have a power supply, the Voltage gets back 

into the power supply and the power supply gets damage. This reverse flow does not 

happen just in Nano Coating, it happens in dynamic Plasmas too. One of the meters in the 

lab is already damage because of this. Change of polarity in the Nano layers and the 

Plasma is a common thing. (2:03) The change of polarity happens because you are 

dealing now with a dynamic situation. You have created a miniature of Earth, and each 

one has to find, North and South of the neighborhood to be where it is. The change of 

polarity of the Earth is not entirely on its own, is affected by other planets in the 

environment of the Solar System. Rick says that he was able to change the polarity 

moving his hand closer and further away from the container. Keshe: When you put your 

Nano Materials in the box and you close the box when they are drying go with the same 

meter without touching any material, start measure the environment of the Plasma inside 

your core. Go btw the nano layers which are hanging, you will learn a lot. In an open 

environment you have those changes, but in Nano Layers is much higher. (2:05) A man 

talk about an experiment and Mr. Keshe says to him post the draw of his experiment. 

(2:07) Rick asks if C or Graphene is not really used or necessary in the current 

technology for the Nano coating. Keshe: We don’t have a Graphene, we use Cu Naona 

coated. Rick asks if teher is any final material that could be on top of the Nano layers to 

protect or isolate them. Keshe: No. Rick asks for the orange oil that they put in Nano 

materials. Keshe: The oil is for penetration in the matter. They use in the washing 

powder. Rick ask about what Dirk did to protect the Nano layers. Keshe do not know 

about this… If you can stop the absorption of fields on it, this is by the presence of 

physical matter I presume. Rick talks about putting one atmic layer of C to prevent the 

oxidation. Keshe: Because you create a MaGrav field which literally sits next to the 

atomic structure which itself is a MaGrav, so it do not give space for the O get in. Rick 

ask about the risk for O enter in the reactors. Keshe: This is what we are doing in the 

ceramic reactors now, we have a Nano Layer coated, we have put water and Gans in it, so 

we have everything matter and Plasma all in one confinement. (2:11) The interesting 

point that we have seen in the Nano Layers is that they can find the Plasma. What looks 

to be more prevalent for production of these Plasmas through gases; it will be mainly 

center pin systems coating or covering the whole lot. In the systems we usually set we 

use pieces of Cu from different batteries, in the new systems with the half circles Armen 

has brought the sheets with him and we have one sheet, so we don’t have different gaps 

and layers in btw glued pieces, so we see more effective system in the coming weeks. But 

would this give us continuous flow, we don’t know. (2:13) Actually Nano layers are the 

protective layers, they are creating their own atmosphere. It is like the Earth atmosphere 

they don’t let anything to get close. You create atmosphere in that layer, that is why they 

look like protected, but they are actually a MaGrav shield sitting next to each other. 

Question: If the Nano diamond coated is a Nano Layer itself it would not allow the metal 

in the surface to be able to be extracted to be able to make that oxidization… Keshe: I 

will tell you a very interesting point. If you put the Nano Layer under a microscope and at 

the interface of another layer or its field and its environment you will see a very nice 

bright white light. Even down the Nano material look black to us. If you have these aurea 



detectors you would see a line around your wire, a halo. You have the day light along 

your wire. (2:17) Question: what kind of Magnification are you talking about? Keshe: 

You’ve got a machine you tell us. We are going to release this aura very soon. Questioner 

says that he can not see the light in the pictures. Keshe: Go deep enough and you will see, 

you’ve got to expand, it is very fine. Rick talk about ways to see the aura. Keshe: it is 

very fine line. (2:19) Lucian ask about if the structure when it is in Gans still is in 

molecular structure, like C atom with two O, maybe the distance btw C and O are lower 

to balance the fields… there are not anymore individuals atoms, which I don’t think this 

is happening because it still absorbing the CO2… Keshe: No, this is exactly what is 

happening. The same thing I explained about the reactor of John, that at a certain point 

you see positive to negative; lets go inside the core, to the point of balance. Every 

position from the point of balance where it change position to the negative to the point of 

its environment has a different value, 9 cm, 8 cm, 7 cm… 9 cm is the CO2, 8 cm will be 

lets say C only, or O. Within the same Plasma according to its MaGrav field, the same 

Plasma holds the property of all the Elements, depends on what the environment has 

accepted to be. You don’t get different Plasmas of H two of O sitting next to each other, 

and then they become together and then they rotate. This is the structure that you are used 

to in the present Physics and Chemistry, this all interact as one and go internally 

according to what it is and what field has been absorbed. You don’t cross the energy of 

an O across the Stomach and the energy of a C. The energy of the totality crosses and 

then becomes O and CO2 or whatever or Ca in your Lymph as a package. Lucian says 

that is confusing; asks if the protons are mixing. Keshe: The Plasma. You change to 

Plasma condition, not individual entity condition. Lucian says that we are calling protons 

and the neutrons if they stay there or are they are dissolving. Keshe: It is all one, MaGrav 

field energy of them, becomes one. I think it is in the book #3, I explain this in a simple 

way. The neutron in a MaGrav field, and the size of a neutron in this Universe is not 

necessarily the same in other Universes because of the conditions that are created in and 

under. The Plasma of a neutron splits into the Plasma of electron and a proton. It is the 

same with your CO2, the field inside a neutron is enough to create an electron and a 

proton, but is one entity. In the Gans state CO2 becomes the same, if you splits into the 

matter then you get your separate C and O, but when it is in the Plasma state it is one. 

(2:25) Lucian says that they preserve the same mass. Keshe: Exactly. That is why we see 

the Ganses or the material in a matter (??). If you understand this point then you 

understand how you can tune to different planets and different positions in the Universe 

and get attracted or rejected from. Lucian asks about the medical part, how come one 

through a technical device split exact what he wants? Keshe: You create in the 

environment a balance for He or C. In the Lungs this is done automatically. The structure 

of the Lungs allows that release of He from (???). In time you will learn. (2:28) The 

splitting into sets, like a C or O or H, can be arranged by outside parameters. You can 

dictate what you want to absorb according to the mass you create, this is the same with 

your flight systems, you create MaGrav field or the mass of the position you want to go 

to. It is like the Ocean, the water is the same water but there is a specific you can go, the 

GPS point, you can find according to the mass in that point. Nobody in the universe is the 

same, two similar points, unfortunately or fortunately. Like the atom of a C, how this 

becomes a Gans. You are used to position of electrons, connection of molecules. Just go 

back to the split of the Neutron, it will be easier to understand then gradually try to 



understand the next step. A Neutron is not 2 pieces inside and one is proton and the other 

is electron, it is the same entity and always split to the same 2 packages, you always gets 

an electron and a proton. The CO2 is a molecular structure; you have the same in the 

atomic structure. We are using Tritium as a Gans state because it will be fantastic for 

production of material, and there is enough Tritium in the waters of Japan to give us that 

opportunity to test this. (2:30) Lucian asks if one can calculate the MaGrav field 

correspondent to a specific mass can design such device? Keshe: Yes. You have to do it 

when you are traveling in the Space, if you want to go to the moon you donnt want to go 

somewhere else. Lucian says that he was speaking about the O. Keshe: It is the same. 

There is no difference; it is if you want to work with milligram or kilogram. In the lab we 

have 2 detectors, one is for very low and the other for very high, but at the end is the 

same field measurement that we are looking for, one is used for metals and the other for 

tissues and Plasmas. (2:32) This is the problem, you don’t have chickens and horses, they 

are all chickens, but they have a small chicken and the big chicken. The Plasma of the 

Gans in different materials there is no difference btw that and the position of the Solar 

System. This is the restriction you have put in your own intelligence, open your minds 

and you will see it. You have all the knowledge in your hand to do anything at the 

moment and this puzzles me. (2:34) A man did test with Iphones, trying to take picture of 

the aura, but it is not so good. Keshe says that it needs high quality equipment to do these 

things. Keshe talk about the equipments to see these interactions. (2:35) Keshe talk about 

the Kids Knowledge Seekers, teach children about Plasma. (2:39) Question about what 

conditions on Earth in the past allowed to dinosaurs and other lives to grow. Keshe: The 

MaGrav field strength was weaker, in respect to the position in the Galaxy. We are on the 

Magnetic wings of this Galaxy, we are in a far further back position, so there was more 

room, even the atmosphere of the Earth being the same had a bigger and more freer 

envelope to float in. If you want to see practically you start to look at the structure of the 

Gans in your system. You can pressurize the Gans and see the Gans in different 

dimensions. It is not a vacuum condition, it is a MaGrav field condition. Now that we get 

more and more to the center of the Galaxy, through Gravitational pull of the Galaxy to 

the center, the environment is less compact, the atmosphere of the Earth in hundred 

millions years ago was different and the size that it is today. Some reminiscence of the 

old times with big animals still stays, mainly in animals within the water which are more 

immune to the outside atmospheric condition, we see whales still carrying heavy masses, 

and the elephants are getting smaller. As we move to the center we get constrain by the 

other fields. The same process is happening to the planet Earth, we are getting pulled to 

the center of the Sun, to the center of the SS which have a heavier mass. This allows 

different materials to be created in different points of the Universe. (2:43) <audio 

break>… When you change into matter you change from Gravity to inertia, and that is a 

big difference. MaGrav is an attribute of a Plasma condition. When you change to the 

matter state you attain inertia, that is exactly the same thing but is within the structure of 

that shell. You don’t add to the mass of totality. (2:44) Question about if we still could be 

able to see densities of the rings in the trees like the Earth layers. Keshe: That is possible. 

If you look for the Geology structure of the planet, will show you a lot in where we’ve 

been and what we went through in the SS, and partially what the Galaxy have been given 

to us in our structure. Part of the absorption of the materials in our planet comes from the 

inner core, is what he absorbed from the Space, from the environment of the SS during 



our travel from the outer boundaries to the central core. So we can see in a way what to 

expect in the surface of Jupiter, because it absorbs some material which are converted 

into matter. This is something never looked by the Geologists, because they considered 

that we always have been in this position. In this Planet we used to be in the position of 

Pluto, that is where we started, and as we get dragged into the center, we can absorb 

more, we become a Jupiter and then Saturn and the Earth and Mars, etc. Question about 

since everything is in the same scale, the planets could not interact with each other and 

change positions? Keshe: It will happen. It changes the position. You find out that some 

planets which are ahead of us they use to be behind us and ahead of us. Not just by 

collision, but by the MaGrav field forces outside the SS. So, let’s say, Earth could be in 

the place of Jupiter and its interaction has taken the position of Mars, or Venus position. 

You create the condition and one finds the balance. I’ve showed this with the magnets in 

the table. Question: You are dealing basically in these cases with huge reactors that have 

a lot of potential, Plasmatic energy… So they could have a discharge of energy btw two 

planets or other planets, is this possible too? Keshe: It happens all the time. Earth and 

Jupiter are directly connected in respect to their position in their field strength. Jupiter 

would not be in that position if Jupiter was not in the position that it is today. (2:48) We 

have now gone to the 2D motion of the reactors, The reactors up to now were fixed, 

because of the plates or the legs, the new Gas reactors are on the roller bases, rolling legs, 

so the field strength of the other reactors when they run can change their position. In the 

coming months we will hang these, so we literally can use the center core as the Sun and 

start to understand by changing gases, now we see changes in the numbers in the meter, 

very soon we will start to see changes on the position of the reactors. Keshe talk about the 

reactors and how very soon they can replicate with them the conditions of the Earth. 

(2:51) Question about sound wave and structure of the Plasma and if these sounds from 

around would not interact with the structure of the Plasma inside. Keshe: Of course. What 

is the sound? It is a Magnetic field. When you add a sound you bring homogenous 

condition in it, you bring harmony, so the reactors and the Plasmas and the Gans will all 

set within the new environment. Question: And that sound can structure the Plasma…? 

Keshe: Of course. <audio break> (2:54) Question about putting a man with heart 

condition (??) with a health man if that should alleviate the condition. Keshe: I don’t 

know, it is like the old man who marry very young girls, why does it kills them. You 

know that. Look at the totality. Lucian says that he is asking because people who have 

valves that sound like a clock so if you put a little mechanical device could improve the 

brain operation and the situation of the patient. Keshe: I will not make a comment on this, 

I know exactly what are you talking about because I lost mother through the same 

problem. The heart valves have a certain life spam and when the time or the life spam 

expire the heart beat changes, and change the dimensions and the interactions within the 

body and then sometimes you have it because of valve failure and in most of the time, 

some other cases due to change of the gravity in the circulation of the blood and the heart 

beat, the MaGrav field which create leads to cancer, usually you find cancer of stomach 

or liver connected to it. These valves have a life spam of so many years, being 

mechanical, or pig valve, etc. I’ve been looking for the valves regenerate themselves, it is 

possible but at the moment creating that create other conditions, but yes we can allow 

even the valves to repair themselves. (2:57) Hopefully with the Keshe Foundation in 

Malta we will make different systems. One of the problems with the change of the valves 



is the two arteries which feed the brain through the neck, and this is something the 

doctors don’t look at. So what happens, your heart is bumping blood to your Brain and 

you have a restriction in those two arteries. When these gets restricted the doctors make 

the copy of the size of your neck take the wane out and literally scrap with a spoon to get 

this Ca and all the residues which blocks. With the machine they find the baby in the 

womb of the mother with the ultra-sound, they go to your neck and they measure the 

restriction in this wane, but the biggest problem that the doctors never understood, is that 

the minute you see the obstruction find a way to clean it because as this grows put 

pressure in the heart. So this put pressure on the valves and then creates a second stage 

valve problem. A lot of heart valves failures and replacements specially on the valves 

which are the feeding line of the blood to the Brain comes from this restriction. If the 

doctors understand this, you clean in the minute you find out this, you find a way to clean 

it. This restriction creates the valve failure and then you need to change the valves, 

literally when you put the heart valve you put a life limit for the person, because these are 

mechanical systems and they can fail and if they do like a pig valve replacement has 10 

years life spam. The minute you see a restriction of the artery to the Brain please does 

something with it. We need to release the blockage slowly, because if you release all in 

one goal it can cause damage in the Brain. We’ve done this and the knowledge is 

available for the medical people to use it. The other problem with this operation is that 

when they do this cleaning of the valve they put a clip, so if its left a residual before they 

put the clip, when they open, and when they solder the artery, the wane and open the clips 

for the flow to the Brain, a minute amount of material which is left in the vessel goes to 

the Brain and can leads to some sort of paralysis or other Brain damage. (3:03) Question 

about the frequency from Jupiter that has changed in the last 30 years, what could explain 

the change in the frequency of a Planet? Keshe: Frequency is a matter, not a Plasma, is 

the matter which is on it, detected or produces it or in it’s core. The material changes. The 

changes in the material I have seen in the reactors. It is very much like the Lymph, the 

Lymph does the same and creates the same fields, but when it gets to the point it changes 

to behavior of Ca or Na; becomes part of the AA as a molecule. The planets in their 

rotation and the materials content inside them can change the matter, so in one sequence 

if you have lets say Uranium, through the interaction with the inner core and the 

conditions creates only Plasma, increases, because of that activities everything changes to 

Plutonium. So now you have a different frequency in the matter level. Change of matter 

in the center of the core in a very normal procedure, is the same of what happens in the 

body of the man. The frequency changes because they have to observe what is been and 

what condition and how it has changed, to what material it has changed, through that you 

can say in what the center core has changed into. Each material has its own frequency at 

the matter level, so you can say the change of the condition internally. Question if this 

change of frequency can happen not because of something within the planet but because 

of the interaction with the outer interactions. Keshe: Yes, more or less what they have 

created what they allow to do. We see now in the confined Space that we have created in 

the lab, we change gases in one core and we see the changes in outside the box, in the 

detector. But frequency has to do with the matter level and what they allow, but is mainly 

the material inside that changes quite a lot. (3:07) There is something very interesting 

that I was teaching to some Spiritual people. They questioned what happens with the 

Souls of this planet if happens a catastrophe, they all disappear in one goal, the 7 billion 



of us? As the Man has a Soul, so does the Solar System, so does the Planet; we add to 

that Soul, so the Soul of the Man adds to the Soul of the Solar System, and the Soul of the 

Solar System adds to the Soul of the Galaxy. Soul is not exclusively and bound to one 

condition and one direction. So when the situation happens you are like a molecule atom 

in the structure of a molecule of an AA in the structure of the Human Body. The Soul of 

the man is connected to all of it through its fields. As a piece we are one Soul, but as a 

total Soul we make the Soul of this Planet, and this is the way we reach you, we don’t 

reach you through individuals; we reach through the Soul of the Planet. Then this Planet 

on its structure creates a Soul for the Solar System, it’s the same thing, independent of 

entity Physicality. The Gap btw the star systems and the Galaxy systems is the place of 

the Souls. I will show the Soul of one of the reactors very soon in the lab. Once you 

create an entity and I tell you pray for it, it has a Soul. Because the entity makes the 

decision itself to share its fields with the others to stay in balance with its environment, so 

is a decision maker; it has a life. There is a question that is raised, what is gonna happen 

to humanity when we reach the ultimate point of this Planet. What is going to happen 

with all these beings if we whatever. We have started teaching the Man to find his own 

salvage and his way out of this Planet before the ultimate point; if we manage to reach 

that point, then we become part of the structure of the Universe, the way with the others. 

If we do not reach and we see the blocks, the way that have been set up by the 

governments and other people to stop the process that they want to be with the 

materialistic level that they are, as a lot of you speaks about UFO’s and flying sources 

and we are becoming members of this Space club. What have we done as Human Beings? 

I always say, look at the parallel. When the animals became extinct or about they become 

to be (??) extinct we go to the jungles, we go to their environments and we pick them and 

put them in the zoos, at least we have one, or we keep the DNA. So the zoos have taken 

the place of the jungles where we can keep, the environments which we have destroyed. 

If we do not manage as a Human Race to be out together in one form and achieve it very 

rapidly there are those who keep zoos, or keep environments to save creatures of God, 

that one day they can find an environment for it. In that case, all these that you call UFO, 

each one of us as we can not live in their environment, each human being, most probably 

most part of the World Leaders will be the first one that they will keep, because they keep 

the top dog (the best line as you say), will become prisoners in these cages, in the zoos of 

the Universe, till they find a place where he can live. This is not a threat, this is a reality 

in the Universe. As we keep zoos, that this animal died, so many pandas left, now we 

keep them within the zoos, or white tigers to preserve them and send them to another zoo, 

in the Universe there are zoos which the creatures are kept till they find a place for them. 

So my talk goes directly to the World/Religious leaders, you will be the first ones in these 

zoos. If the humanity doesn’t come together in one goal, in a unified way to develop and 

allow Man to stand in the integrity of the Human Race to people who are there waiting 

for this event to happen to save us, they are not here to damage. The World Leaders will 

become the monkeys in the cage of the Universal Zoo. I hear people say that the Pope is 

about to release some celestial thing in whatever Space, the knowledge is freely know, as 

much as there are visitors, there are the people who save the Human Race but then the 

man has to be kept in an environment of themselves. You don’t put an elephant where 

you have the penguins with the water. In the zoo you create environments where the 

penguin can live on its own and the elephant can live on its own, and each one gets fed 



accordingly to its environment, and nobody goes to the jungle of Africa and bring one left 

cripple sick elephant, they take the best and they bring it, so my message goes very 

clearly, the World Leaders will be the first animals in the Universal Zoo. If as Humanity 

we don’t come together and we don’t achieve this point very rapidly the World Leaders 

will be the first animals in the Universal Zoo, and they will wish that they could have 

done something when they were there in the position of power for the rest of the 

Humanity. This is not a fairy tale, I open the files for you to see the Zoos very soon. This 

is why we started to build the cages, that we can create the environments for other things 

to be seen within this cage within the lab of the Institute. We don’t tell you all in one 

goal, as we showed you the wire, you are still looking for free energy when you have the 

key in your hand you already been there and you will be there. World peace through 

Governments and Religions has to be achieved in one goal, and there is no use 

punishments, those who are doing the killing now they are going with the planet, because 

that is the point to be. Treating children in the name of Religion or imprisoning people, 

the people who imprison 1 million people in one corner and they (??) very soon those 

people will stay with the rest of (??) this planet. Decision has been made and we will 

carry out. Question: What about those of us who strive for understanding of the Universal 

understanding? Keshe: We will choose by the Soul, we will not choose by the color or 

the Physicality. We are aware of the Soul and what is inside you. (3:17) If you are born 

with no legs and no arms, that is how he lives but he has a Soul, and the whole body 

works for that Soul. P is irrelevant. The World leaders who incite wars to get more 

money to be more powerful will make the best animals in the Universe. We don’t keep 

the savages with the tamed animals. We are making the book open the book very slowly, 

but very clearly. Keshe says that the position of the questioner is saved, and let me 

explain to you why. When you go to a country you always go for the leader, because this 

is the symbol of the nation, when the time comes is the same with the World Leaders, 

they will make the best examples of the Universal Zoo, not preservation, but to show how 

bad it can be. A lot of presidents will be interested to be in the Universal zoo, because 

they can not mix, the environmental condition is not there to be done. These Illuminati, 

whatever you call them, the ones who want to control everything, your savage is in 

bringing the humanity with your power together that you will not be in the cage alone, 

but you will be in the condition, in the community in an environment where you are with 

the others. They put a lot of people in confinement, they become the prisoners of their 

own creation. Integration of the Religions in this Planet is needed as fast as possible not 

because we have no answer to it, it is because this Religious Leaders will become the 

monkeys in the Universal Zoos. (3:20) Question: What about those of us who have 

gained understanding and create our own lift systems? Keshe: Those who managed to get 

in that position… You are know through your Soul, so you become part of the structure 

because you are the same. If you put all the World Leaders into the machine and get them 

into the Space they will not go very far, because they will be eliminated by the 

knowledge that they know what they are caring these things for. So the craft which are 

carrying guns and whatever, they are aware and they will be eliminated. The habits of the 

man has to change from killing, because we don’t see the body we see the Soul of the 

Man; and if they are hoping that will be a craft that will take them out you will go not 

very far from this Planet, because your intentions are know, so why should they allow 

you to create more mayhem? When they can change you directly in the position you are. 



This is not the only situation, it has happened before and will happen again. There are 

systematic works for these kind of things. We don’t let a few animals change the peaceful 

position of the Universe. When you take over a country you take the leader. Mr. Keshe 

says that his call goes to the Religious Leaders, and he address totality even with the 

world leaders. (3:25) Question: How can we stop the killing? Keshe: Pray for the Soul of 

the people that by elevating their Souls they understand their mistakes. That is all you can 

do, why does a child has been born yesterday in Palestine orphan? It is a life which will 

grow up most probably by an abusive mother in law, or somebody else to give her a 

chance to live, and forever she got to know “what if I had my mother?” and the hate of 

the Israeli who killed her mother, so that hate carries on, why? That is very strange, we 

breathe the same thing as we do. If you look at the behavior of the tribe on Israel, they are 

not doing anything less then what the Moses did, is the behavior which is carried on to be 

seen as the right. You read about the life of Moses, he destroyed every man in the tribal 

who supported him and brought him up. So what the Jews are doing with each other? 

They are killing the ones who gave them life and supported them for thousand of years; 

just because somebody is making arms and making others enemies, why? Why does a 

government like British spend so much millions of dollars to open the BBC world news? 

In Great Britain Keshe said to his father that these BBC world news were the new tools 

of war, because now they use the media, they don’t need to shoot a bullet, they create 

conditions, the words of war and put two cameras and then do their revolutions and all 

the killings, and in less then 20 years I proved to be right. In the past when they use to 

take slaves they use to attack them, and captured them and slave them to America, now 

they use the media. (3:28) We take the Love of God from your lot and then you know 

what it means to be paid for. If you do the punishment what happen? As Mohamed says, 

Bless be His name. We took the Love of God from Israel from what they did to Christ, 

and we saw that they desperate like nothing around the world, no home; and with the 

Love of what is given back to them we have seen what they have done, they didn’t learn 

so there is no need to repeat the same. The same things go with the followers of 

Mohamed, Bless be His name. They did wrong and they receive their punishments from 

the followers, now that has be (??) that is called the equal. You don’t have time because 

you have a human body, you have all the time in the Universe. I hope the World leaders 

listened to this program, and we know they do, so they can change their mood and their 

condition. (3:30) John assume and say that they are still working with the reactors trying 

to set up the systems. (3:34) Keshe says that Armen have the heart to make the step 

further. (3:36) Question about the homework. Keshe: Lets see who is going to have more 

powerful systems before the Japanese do. Don’t forget when you coat your wires you 

have to make sure that the end which you use has to be fully rubbed of any coating, it is 

very hard, because these coatings if they are not properly rubbed they can redevelop, and 

then you find out you lose your connection. Spend a little more time to make sure you do 

a job and then you fin out that you can add as many LED lights as you like to your 

system. Make sure you don’t put your wires on top of each other or very next to each 

other, because it can use the AC of the system, or create a AC condition, that discharges 

your battery. If you can make a system with seven LED you have enough light. If you 

have a Cu wire in the house, about 2 meters, it should give you a good lighting. Sandor 

says that he understood that is a problem to make a good connection once the Cu is 

coated and he talk about the experiment that he did. Keshe: If you look at your Coke 



bottles the Nano grows all the way out, in time it grows. It is like a skin, it grows both, 

vertically and diagonally, so the best way is to detroy the fisrt layer which leads to the 

creation, and if the layer creates again you have to rub out. There is a way to stop 

growing the layers on it, I tried but sometimes it works, the end layers that you don’t 

want to coat, you deep them into acid from the battery from the car. Sometimes it works 

but sometimes can damage the layers further down. (3:41) In the spherical globe we’ve 

done coated with liquid and without the liquid, and we see better results on the liquid side 

in the night time, but it depends where you are and what the conditions are. Keshe talk 

about the night and day panel with the liquid, and says that this technology is now in the 

hands of big Corporations. (3:44) If you want to make a layer to attach to your Nano 

Layer maybe deepen in Ca and then make a coating on this, because this is what happens 

at the bone of man as well. 


